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CorvairGeek. Question Trunk lid hard to raise. Deb Feb 4, Feb 4, Waiex No start. Petit Jan 26,
Feb 4, Tracykilo. Disabling Daytime Running Lights. Replies 11 Views 38K. Feb 3, MelsRegal.
Tail lights. Warlock Jan 31, Replies 5 Views Feb 1, Count Log in Your name or email address. It
looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy,
Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in.
Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. Are you in the market for a new car and having
a hard time finding affordable options? February The Century I inherited has a great sounding
stereo. I think there are six speakers, tweeters, it sounds great. Only problem I have is that the
car came with a cassette player, and I want a CD player. Anyone have any idea what it would
cost to switch the unit to one with a CD player? Also, would I be better going to the dealer or to
a car stereo shop? Any input is appreciated. I'm sure you could do some splicing if you had to,
but it's nice to be able to just connect a plug. If you don't need the cassette, I'm sure it's easy to
swap for a CD only unit. I was looking to do the same thing on my Alero, and the dealer said it
was not as simple as swapping the radio. I have my doubts about this, but that was his
"enlightened" opinion. Maybe it's the acoustics of the Century, but the 6 speaker system
sounds awesome. You may want to check Ebay, they usually have relatively new units for sale
from people who upgrade. THey may be able to answer some questions too. Reason why I say
that is there are tons of buicks availbale on the used car market. They are a popular fleet and

rental vehicle so there are tons of 1 year old Buicks around. I know in some GM cars the radio
head is part of the computer system and is used to control things other than the radio, cassette,
cd etc. That is why they can't just be swapped out. I believe the Impala, Lesabre and others are
this way. Go to a radio seller and ask some questions. They will know if it is an easy swap on
the century or if it can't be done. Depends on the model of GM car. So, most probably the
combo is compatible with 6 speakers for Century. However, GM replacement radio must be
expensive. You're right, there are many Centurys on the used car market. I went on Autotrader,
and searched only in a mile radius. I came up with Centurys. I randomly checked VIN's and
found every one I checked was a lease. But the difference is very few had mileage in the low
teens. March BTW, the name "Century" dates back to the thirties and was in reference to the
fact that the car could achieve the then magical speed of mph. Beautiful automobile. I'm a little
concerned about earlier posts about the defective pistons from the model year run, this has
what sounds to me like a noisy lifter when started cold 15 deg F outside , but it quieted down
within 30 seconds. The car is nicely equipped, I especially like the driver's side power seat's
range of adjustment. My wife is only 5'0" and she can raise and move forward the seat to just
where she needs it. My 95 Lumina with the 3. In warm weather you may not hear it at all but I
only noticed it in cold Wisconsin weather and like you said it goes away in seconds. I believe
GM has a bulletin on this and maybe you can have a dealer pull it up for you. By the way we just
bought a Century and it doesn't have the noise but I won't worry if it does start. My father
bought a Century about 3 weeks ago. He just noticed there are some scratches in the paint.
They are very deep and extremely fine. It's hard to tell if its a defect in the paint or not. Has
anyone had this problem or knows of paint issues with the Buick's. Concerning the paint issue.
Have one, but it is different. My Regal bumpers, or at least the rear bumper, is of a bit different
shade. The car is maroon, with a bit purple shade on the bumper s. We bought the car new, but
is was built some 11 months before sale. Probably, the plastic bumper discolored somewhat
different from the sheet metal, while parked on dealer lot. I can see it under bright light only, like
a good sunny day. Noticed some 9 months after buying. Our son have much better vision, and
he told us he knew this from the very beginning. It does not bother us, though. Even my wife,
who pays more attention to appearence. Go to the dealer he bought it from and see how they
prepare the cars for delivery. Those scratches may have come from being buffed with an
electric buffer. The guys that get the cars ready for delivery don't seem like the sharpest
needles in the pack in my opinion. I was considering a Century last fall and took it for a test ride.
I liked it, but noticed the rep put the magnetic license plate on the top of the trunk. When re
removed it, it dragged it, creating som long, fine scratches. You could only see it in the bright
light, but it turned me off that he could be so careless. I originally wanted to rent an Impala but
the rental place didn't have one. I decided to settle with what they had available which was a
Century with miles. I drove down to L. Some positives: Very quiet and comfortable interior,
decent space for 4 people, smooth ride, good power from the quiet engine and incredible fuel
mileage Some negatives: No tachometer only because the other cars I drive have tachs , the
volume is weird when playing a cassette. At a certain point of the volume knob, one notch
detent? And the gaps in the steering wheel where the upper and lower sections meet the center
part are just too large as if it didn't fit. Overall, we were very happy with the car. I'm only 30 yrs
old so I'm really curious as to how Buick Regal might be compared to the Century. You wrote:
I'm really curious as to how Buick Regal might be compared to the Century. It is easy to do. Just
test drive one However, it can be addictive. We bought Regal GS after test driving. Took 5
minutes for cooling, and put our deposit. There is substantial difference between LS and GS,
though. GS accelerates much faster. I have a Century and notice a ticking in the engine when it
is cold. I went to the dealer and looked at tsb A on his computer. It is for engines with the J
designation. It says to replace the pistons on the affected engines. It also states that this is a
customer satisfaction issue and will not affect the longevity of the engine. I am to drop off the
car tommorow night so that they can listen to it in the morning when it is cold. The car runs
good and uses no oil. I cannot hear the ticking from inside of the car so maybe it is not worth
pursuing. Anybody have any ideas on this? Are you sure it's the engine that is ticking? Could it
be the stainless steel exhaust system? I am sure it is the engine and from what I read it is a
common problem. The ticking is common on the 3. Our 95 Lumina and also our 99 Venture did
the ticking thing. The wife just bought a Century and it doesn't tick yet but it probably will. The
ticking should only be there for a few seconds when the weather is cold. The colder the weather
the longer the tick but in no case have any of our vehicles ticked for more that 45 seconds and
that's in real cold weather. Don't worry about the ticking! I don't think any dealer will replace the
pistons and if they do it still ticks according to a couple of posts I read some time ago. The
wifes new Buick is so quiet inside I doubt if we will even hear it if it does start the tick thing. I
agree with you. The car is very quiet and a great ride. I cannot hear the ticking inside the car. I

decided not to pursue the issue unless it gets worse. From what I read it is more of a problem in
GMs V 8s. We just went over the mile mark with the wifes Century SE. Last fill up showed It
should do even better when the weather warms up. Can't believe all the standard features on
this car and then with the low priced SE package it's even better equiped. I see why there's not
many posts on this particular forum, most everyone likes their Century! April Just took a trip
with the wifes Century. MPG on last tank was I don't think it will ever do better than that! In post
, johnlw mentioned that the first time he used the air conditioner of his new Century there was
an odor. It quickly disappeared, but I am concerned. Has anyone else noticed this? Is this a first
time use thing or does the smell return? Does anyone know what the cause might be? I've
always owned GM vehicles. My 01 Regal LS 3. I occasionally rent a GMC Savana van V8 and it
gets 23 mpg on the highway with a lb payload. My dad's 99 Venture 3. My neighbor won't
discuss gas mileage I agree about the GM gas mileage. People like to carp about the old
pushrod design, but they get better torque and mileage than the competition. I have especially
been impressed with recent Century's and Impalas. Regarding the Air Conditioning smell upon
startup, I have experienced the smell upon startup with virtually all makes of car I have driven It
goes away very quickly and never indicated a problem. The car was new, and the smell is gone
now. I like the way the car rides. My only problem is that the fabric on the passenger seat has
two small holes. It has not been used roughly. Would this be a warranty item, or will the dealer
blame it on wear and tear? May Also I didn't see many postings about the Buick Century, I take
that as it must be a long lasting stable car. You are right about the Century being a stable car.
They are a very well kept secret, mostly because they are dismissed as an old person's car. I am
35 and almost bought one this year. It seems that they changed the radio knobs on the , but the
Fader control should still be labeled. I really miss the quiet buick ride. Let us know how you
make out. I actually test drove the Ford Taurus, Chevy Impala, Chevy Malibu's and by far the
Buick Century had the quietest ride and handled better, the Chevy Impala was nice though a
much higher price than I wanted to spend. I'm 34 and bought one, so I guess its just not for the
old folks anymore. June Has anyone had rear brake squeals come and go on their Century?
July The dashboard squeaked and rattled as well as the sunroof. One day going to work another
car pulled in front of me and I braked hard enough to engage the ABS and from that day
forward, the rear brakes made a clicking noise at low speeds. I could never use the passenger
side windows on both right side doors because either they wouldn't work at all at times, or
would go down and not come back up. I never took the car back to the dealer to repair the
windows because I didn't want my pristine leather upholstery and door panels possibly
damaged during the repair. I finally became fed up with the car when it started leaking oil quite
heavily. The dealership told me the head would have to come off and it was a major repair. The
car had 19, miles on it and was almost at the end of its 3 year warranty. Not wanting to be stuck
with a car with problems, I traded it for a new Impala LS. So far, I'm very pleased with the
Impala. A little disappointed in the Century, it was a beautiful car, gray with light gray leather.
This was MY car and no one else rode in it if I could help it. Seeing it on the used car lot,
somebody must have thought they were getting a very nice car Bill Sapp. That was just silly to
not fix something that annoyed you throughout the ownership of the car. Nothing worse then to
have power equipment you are afraid to use. You should have just had the dealer fix it. If they
damaged the leather, they would have been liable to replace it. Is your pristine leather and door
panels really worth more to you then having to deal with an aggravating and disappointing
ownership experience? Next time you have problems, at least use your warranty. That's what
it's for! I hope the Impala serves you better. I suppose it was more important to have a "pristine"
interior since I didn't take the car in for repairs. I let it ride mainly because I never lowered those
windows anyhow. If it had of been the drivers side then I definitely would have done so. I
understood with the sunroof that to repair it the headliner and most of the assembly would have
to come out and there would always be the chance of leaking. I've been that route before with
the dealership damaging something and trying to get them to repair it. I'm not someone who
allows themself to be taken advantage of, just didn't want the bother of going back to the dealer
possibly time and time again in case something went wrong. I would have been a little more
restrained and not have said that to you. The problem with these forums is you can't tell the
actual tone of a message too well. My tone was not meant to be rude. I guess what I was trying
to say was maybe your ownership wouldn't have been quite so disappointing if you had simply
trusted the dealer to fix a factory defect and give it a chance to work properly instead of dealing
with a problem for however long it didn't work. If it had been fixed, you probably would have
forgotten all about it. But sitting on the problem over a period of time just keeps bringing back
up that there is a problem and annoys you more and more. Listing that problem as a major
reason why you were disappointed was the silly part to me since you wouldn't take the time and
instill trust in the warranty that is there to fix those kind of problems. Don't get me wrong, I'm

not saying you are dumb. I'm just suggesting the car could have been more enjoyable to you if
you fixed one of the main problems you had with it. However, taking apart the engine at 19,
miles is uncalled for and a good reason for you to get rid of it since the warranty was almost up.
Don't take offense to this either, but I can tell you are of an older generation which tends to be
less trusting. I had to have the transmission taken off my car at 21k to replace a noisy bearing
and the dealer also replaced the clutch. I could have dealt with the noise and I didn't like the
idea of taking my tranny off, but since it was a new car under warranty, I expected it to work
right and not annoy me, therefore I put my trust in the dealer to fix it. They did the repair just
fine with no repercussions and I was much happier with the car working properly. What was
potentially a problem that would have led me to hating the car was quickly forgotten. Do you
follow what I was trying to get across better now? September I thought I would add my
experience with brakes while not on the buick in question it was a buick. I had a squeal that
would not go away. Everything was replaced with factory parts both front and back. It was still
there. Finally one brake mechanic had me use the e brake to stop and asked if I could still hear
the problem, I said yes but not as loud. He miked the rotors and low and behold one was out
slightly even though they were factory fresh. Well once this was corrected my annoying squeak
went away. He couldn't explain it but it worked. Just my two cents. What exactly is Miked the
rotors? Miked is slang for micrometer a measurement tool. October I never bought a new Buick
or any new domestic cars. I got a retal Century today and found it very quiet compared to my
previous 96 Maxima and current 02 Infiniti QX4. Century's ride is very soft, a little too soft to my
taste. No idea what reliability is. November I have an 02 Century, and we have had no problems.
I am a fan of GM cars, I have had good luck with them. My '93 olds has , miles, and few
problems. To me, the Buick offers good power, handling, safety, and features at a fair price. If
you want to have some fun, test drive a Buick Regal with the supercharged engine. It might kick
your Infinity's you know what. Has anyone else had this problem? Anybody else here have an
'88 or the same model? Anyway, I just got a simple question right now; I'll save the harder
queries for another day. What's the "Oil Choke" light mean? What, me novice? Have had this
rental 03 Century for about a month and will return it today. The more I drive it the less I like it
basically because of its attention to details. Generally it's a quiet car. But from A pillar there is a
very obvious wind noise at 45 MPH and above. When I plug an accessory in, the drawer slides
in, not the plug. Have to use another hand to hold it. The rear two doors close with a loose
sound. Doors have very strong spring action. Very easy to hit the adjacent car, even myself
sometimes. Overall interior look and touch are cheap. Other than those I don't have much to
compain. For a rental car it's good enough. For a car to own, no. December Considering a '96
Century wagon for cheap transportation. Have you had your radiator repaired? We had the
same problem with a '95 Chev. The service people refer to this problem as Dex-Cool gelling.
Unfortunately, by the time it appears, you and we are out of warranty. Lots of solid brown
chunks in the coolant. If we had kept that van, we would have taken it to a radiator shop and had
the cooling system acid-washed. I have a Chevy Silverado now, and although the dealer tells me
the "new" Dex-Cool is improved, I'll be flushing it out, maybe acid washing the cooling system
at a radiator shop, as soon as the warranty ends and relacing it with non-Dex-Cool coolant. I
drove a new Century for about a week and would not recommend this vehicle unless you like
soft, unsupportive seats. I weigh lbs. I found the bucket seats in the Impala LS much more
comfortable and supportive. The 3. I would change the Dex-Cool every three years regardless of
mileage to avoid problems. January Does anybody know when they redesign the regal are they
going to drop the century. The century is to be dropped after the regal redesign If the redesign
is good, then maybe they don't need them both. Regarding the soft seats, I prefer them for long
trips than firm seats, and I only weigh I had a Taurus last week and the seats were flat and firm..
I wish I had the Buick. For around town, I kinda like firm buckets like in my Alero, but a little
cush for the tush is pampering on a long trip. By the way, why should you change the Dex Cool
every three years? You want to change the Dex-Cool at least every 3 yrs. Some people say two
years. Hey Pluto, I just bought my first ever Buick, a program car with 17, on it. Need more
details about this dex cool stuff. Why if it is so bad can we not change it before the 3 yr
warranty? How is the ac in the summer with this new coolant? Drop me an e-mail as I don't do
forums much. The type of coolant has no effect on the AC. The Dex-cool clogs the radiator
passages when it deteriorates and causes overheating. GM says Dex-cool is good for 5 yrs. I
also put a little extra in the overflow tank cause it's so hard to see the level in that narrow tank
near the firewall. Hello everybody, I came across a ex-opp white Lumina for 5 thousand
Canadian. It has the II, 4t65e transmission, recaro seats, stiff suspension, H rated tires max
speed mph and the odometer says k km 92k miles. After taking it for a drive last week I found no
apparent flaws such as pulling to one side, engine whine or rough shift points. To my surprise
when I check the dipstick for the automatic transmission fluid, it is showing bright pink fluids

which indicates the fluid is fairly new. What do you have to say about this folks? The price is
right and the car is in relatively good shape, I know it would be hard pressed to find a late model
vehicle in the dollar CDN price range, and this one has the II in it which is a big plus. I have
always enjoy the power the II outputs, and its smoothness and reliability. Anyways, I would like
to take the car home next week unless somebody comes with a convincing reason for me not
to. This is my first time car shopping, I would appreciate any suggestions and comments.
Thanks in advance. I wanted to see if anyone can help me with some minor damage with a Buick
Century. Essentially, the car was being driven in reverse and the right front door and mirror
clipped a pine tree. The heated mirror shattered and the door sustained some minor cosmetic
damage. The way these mirrors are assembled, the glass and heating element is just glued to a
plastic frame in the color-keyed housing. Does anybody know of anywhere to get just the mirror
and probably heater element to re-attach website, part , anything? It's got to be a cheaper than
replacing the whole unit. The paint has minor scratches. Again, the dealer seems to want to go
crazy with the body work and bang it out from the inside and repaint most of the door It seems
that if it can be pulled out smoothly no repainting would be necessary. Anyone have any
experience with this type of work know if this would be possible? Sign In or Register to
comment. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons!
Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service
Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. Are you in the market for a new car
and having a hard time finding affordable options? July in Buick. Is there anybody who can tell
me more about Buick Century' Is it reliable? From different forums I've got the impression that
this is not fun to drive, that is not sharp on the turns etc. At the same time it got a loyalty award,
i. Tagged: Buick Buick Century Sedans. July RE: baluba recentlytest drove a Century while
shopping for a new car. They are good cars, reliable and seem very well assembled BUT sooooo
boring to drive. If you enjoy driving and want a car that is FUN to drive and not just something
to get you from point a to point b then the Century is not the one. I finally bought a Mitsubishi
Galant. A lot less money, fun to drive and I feel a whole lot better looking. All GM cars are pretty
boring in my opinion. Good luck in you quest. The Buick Century is still one of the worst cars
GM produces. GM has made great strides in recent years, but the Buick Century seems to have
been left behind. GM cars are so cheap and they rattle and squeak from day one. I was invited to
attend Oldsmobiles 'Dream Drive' in and the then new Aurora was the worst car out the bunch.
The Auroras on had rattled and were just junky feeling. However I know a couple of people with
the new Seville and it still reacts to bumps in the road with that hard to explain cheapness, but
the rest of the car is very correct and for the most part built right. I don't what your budget is,
but if you can take a look at the Intrigue if you must have a GM car. Baluba, Have you tried a
Buick Regal? First, it has a Supercharged hp engine, so it isn't 'boring' to drive. Second, it only
costs a little more than the Century, so it's affordable. And third, it is a great car overall. The old
Regal pre-'96 used to be Buick's 'lame-duck' but they have done much improvement since then.
I would look into it. Good luck! Buick has won awards for quality from JD powers along with
long term reliability awards. Buick is known to be right next to Lexus for initial quality. Also visit
JD powers. The Century is no slacker either. Buick is slowly shedding the image of being the
older generations car of choice. Its all about image though I guess. I'm currently renting a '99
Century Limited while my car has some bodywork done. It's a fairly plain vanilla-type car with
some nice modern features. The 3. The ride is comfortable. Interior is decent. Nothing
spectacular, but very functional. Controls are easy to find and reach. The Concert II sound
system is actually pretty good. Build quality overall seems strong, as is typical for Buick.
Personally, I'm currently looking at Regals and Grand Prix's as a "family" type car with some
guts, but this car would do fine for someone looking for a car with room to haul folks around it and at a reasonable price. How it would hold up in the long run I don't know. I definitely wouldn't
say it's junk - just practical and plain. August Thanks everybody for your comments. Baluba,
Out of the 3 cars you looked at you did the right thing. The maxima is clearly the best car out of
the bunch. Did you get a 99' or 00' model? Congrats and Kudos to you, Baluba! I sound like a
car salesman I've heared that the Maxima is a good car. Personally I would go with the Regal
because I have one! Maxima's a good car though, as long as it isn't a Camary! Good Luck and
Happy Driving! That is a good deal for a Max, happy motoring. ISUclone Posts: 1. I'd just like to
say that I love my Century. I drove my '83 into the ground before buying a ' It may not be as
sporty as some people would like, but I drive it because it's reliable and comfortable to drive.
And by the way, I'm 26 years old, so it's not only for grannies. Even my mother has bought a
Century after seeing what luck I've had with it. Loyalty is key here. Just a visitor here, but I have
to say I am seeing quite a few new Centuries on the road lately. And all are not being driven by
the over 50 crowd. The car seems like one heck of a value for what you get. September We need
to get the Century for the roomy front, although we know that the hp isn't like the Regal. How do

I know it's a decent deal? Got to do this. Thanks for any help. Last week, bought a '99 century
custom. Offered invoice price at two different dealers and both accepted without any problem.
The cars available on the two lots had more options than I was looking for and I told them, so,
maybe that helped a little. I guess I can respect them, though, for admitting it. Then, it wasn't
easy, but my dealer offered to switch the whitewalls with another century's blackwalls and
deduct the price off my bill which may have been generous because, I think it screwed up their
paperwork. There was just no way,though, I was going to pay for those whitewalls. Anyway, that
was my deal Judy. Mine came with Concert Sound II but, according to carpoint. My dealer was
very vague on this and said he thought it only came on the Limited. I am currently renting a
Century Custom while my car is in for some major repairs. I fully expected to hate it -- I drive an
older Audi 90 -- and this car seemed to be in a different league. It's embarassing, but I really like
the car. It's great on my commute 20 miles with moderate to severe traffic. The car is assembled
fine, and this rental has about 12K miles, with not rattle or squeek. My biggest complaint is the
soft handling. If they had a slightly firmer suspension, this would be a great car especially for a
rental. Maybe I'm getting old The II is on the 98 cars. Woops, my mistake. The Concert III is
actually an option on the Sorry about that. The speakers require the radio, not the other way
around. Eveyone seems to complain that the Century is "boring" - well, the price isn't boring! I
got a great deal on a 99 custom - I think that for the money you are going to be hard pressed to
find anything comparable to this car. Mine is a grey metallic and it is sharp. Yes, it may not be
as spectacular as other cars but to me it rides and looks good. My only complaint would be that
the engine could possibly use a 3. I agree that the engine could be larger. If you load up a
Century, the engine's performace is sacrificed. Maybe they'll make a 3. I rented a Century last
month and was pleasantly surprised. Lots of room, adequate power, nice ride it is a Buick after
all and a great drivers power seat. Dislikes was less than crisp handling, and no "feel power
steering". I saw a Century today that really surprised me. It was a Century Limited. It had a
Landau top with gold accents. This made the car look great. I know when people think of a
Landau top, they immediatly think seventies, ugh!. This one was done very tastefuly and
matched the color of the car nicely. I am 35 and I thought the car looked very luxurious and
expensive. The color and wheels along with gold accents were a very nice combination. A
professionally dressed woman of about 40ish was driving it. Has anyone else seen one of
these? I saw a magnificent white Century parked near me today as I was eating lunch inside a
small cafe. The car was absolutely beautiful! It had a gray leather interior. Does anyone know if
they will ever make a wagon version of this car? I don't know if they will, but it would be a great
idea indeed. Vince8: What color was the Landau top? I saw a Century once with a beige top on a
bright red car. Very cheesy. It would have looked nice if they matched the color, however. The
color was sort of a light brownish, metalic color, the top was the same shade. This car was very
stylish and very well done. In fact I thought it was some sort of import at first. Yuck, red with
beige top?? I would have laughed too. If the top is the same color as the car, it doesn't look so
obtrusive and doesn't stick out like a sore thumb. I just loathe seeing those 95 Town Cars and
the like with the "putting green" top on them. All it needs is a little flag with '18' on it! I am glad
they did away with all the chrome. The car has a much smoother finished look now. I guess it
comes standard with more safety features than the last three mentioned. Buick is slowly
shedding its reputation of being an older crowd vehicle. I see quite a few younger families in the
Regals, LeSabres, and Centuries these days. The Regal GS is a monster sleeper as far as
performance goes. It outdoes quite a few imports for thousands less. Your right. I see a whole
bunch of Buicks where I live Clearwater, Florida with younger drivers. I see nearly as many
LeSabres as Camarys and sometimes more! Well, I also see hundreds of Grand Marquis this
being Florida, after all! The supecharger is excellent and I can beat almost any car off the line. I
am currently shopping for a new car to replace my aging Taurus, and I've been impressed with
the Century. They did away with the fake chrome that only lasts a few years. I've not found a
fully equipped car for such a reasonable price anywhere else. The model has a 15hp boost with
increased torque due to intake improvements, the old tech 3. Not a high tech engine, but reliable
and competent. I prefer the Custom trim level over the Limited because I don't think you get that
much more for the money, but it's personal choice. My only competitor is the Pontiac Grand AM
with the 5sp. If you're offering invoice for the Century, do you also then get the rebate? We are
looking for a new Century and wanted to see what people thought of the choices. I wondered if
the Custom was sufficient, because we do want leather seats and a few features like a sun roof.
I am not sure whether these are available on the Custom Century. If you so desire a 3. October
The horsepower boost and the addition of a fold down rear seat in the Century are excellent
enhancements. The only things missing, for my taste, is a touring suspension option and more
responsive steering, as Buick offers in the LeSabre and the Regal LS. The advantage of the
Century over the Regal is that it's got six passenger seating, and its dimensions are trimmer

than the LeSabre's. The Century is one heck of a value. The hp will make a nice advantage over
cars in this class normally coming with 4cyl engines and about hp. I think that out of anything,
the engine is what'll sell Centurys until more traditional import buyers switch over. True the
Camarya nd Accord cost less in the base model, but they have 4cyls. The Taurus has had its
own share of problems, too brakes, egg-like design, numerous class-action lawsuits. By the
way, I like the Century commercials; charming yet just a touch of humor. Now, if they could only
get more ads for the Regal I have a 99 Century. It has one problem, a vibrating noise when you
roll down a rear window. I have two? Does the ride become uncomfortable on long trips? What
are the current ages of the drivers? I feel "young" for a Century, but we did not like the popular
cars. Thanks for your help! November I have also test driven the Century, and have found the
leather seats to be more comfortable than the cloth. I'm 52, so I'm not worried about being too
young for the Century. Don't worry about what people think about you. Drive what you like. I
agree with you on the engine. The previous engine was underpowered. The horse will help it
compete against the Taurus and the Accord V6. Plus the Century is cheaper than the above. I
have a '97 Buick Century and, over the years, have been pleased with it. Lately I've been
noticing a clicking noise in the automatic transmission when it shifts from second to third gear.
Anyone else noticing this problem? Question 2, ever since I purchased my Century I've
wondered why the designers would locate one air duct directly behind the transmission shifter
column mounted shifter?? Doesn't this interfere with the air flow?? Question 3, if cold air is
heavier than warm air and more difficult to move, why did the designers locate the air ducts so
low in the dash?? I've found that you can never direct the air flow up high enough to counteract
much of the hot air that collects near the top of the cabin compartment. Needless to say, no one
at the dealership has ever been able to answer these questions. December At least you don't
have all of the problems with your car at the same time of the year. Because I am not a dealer I
can tell you that not everybody likes a stiff neck. A dealer told me Buick is not supplying them
yet. Is this true? I want that color loaded all options. January I went to the L. Auto Show last
week. I went to compare "family" sedans. I decided that my favorite one was the Buick Century.
It was one of the few cars that didn't have a center console. I don't like center consoles because
they take up valuable space. The split bench of the Century was confortable and roomy. There
was also plenty of room in the back seat. I was very disappointed in the Japanese cars.
Apparently, there is not a single Japanese car sold in the U. What's more, every Japanese car I
sat in was exactly the same inside. A complete lack of innovation. One thing nice about the
Buick Century is, because they are very popular for rental companies, you can buy one used
from Hertz or others for a very good price. February I purchased a Custom first and drove it 15k
miles. I didn't like the engine performance and the exhaust noise. Also, had a squeek next to the
right door hinge and dash which could not be found. So, I traded for a Custom and am very
excited with the performance and mileage. I asked an owner who parked next to me at the mall
why did the by a Century? Lady said she checked all of the cars out and got the most bang for
the buck with the Century. The only minor problem to this point is a ticking in the heater fan
when the weather is hot outside. Motor must expand from the heat and the armature must hit
the fixed magnets. Hope it goes away. The recall for the antilock brakes took about 20 minutes
to fix. I tried loosing control on an icy bridge and could not with antilock and traction control. I
really appreciate the system when I hydroplaned on a large freeway water lake at 70 mph. Killed
my speed instantly to keep control. Its great. I did own a Century for 10 years and had many
problems and almost did not get another one. See my response number Hi Everyone! I'm new
here and need some help if you don't mind. We are purchasing a Buick Century Custom with
almost all options and we want the moonroof but they can't locate a car with all the options and
color we want. I've heard horror stories of ordering a car from Buick and if we do decide to
order the dealership says they can't gurantee the 60 month 4. So my question is what would you
do? Should I trust the quality of the work from a outside source for the moonroof or should I try
another dealership that is willing to give me the financing while I order the car? Any help is
appreciated and fast. IF you can find another dealer that can provide the specific car with the
moonroof you want with the financing you want, go for it. If not, I would trust them with the
outsourcing. The reason I say that you should go with another dealer if possible is because
there might be some issues with cutting a hole in the roof of a regualr hardtop car. However, if
this is a place that the dealership has dealt with for some years, I'd have no problems going in
that direction. Hope this helps and good luck! We have decided only to order the car as I just
don't trust another source putting in the sunroof.. Thanks for your advice bdreggors. I have
owned a Century that has been in the family since new. It is one of the most reliable cars that I
have ever seen. It presently has over , miles on it and is running strong. The car has survived 2
accidents and almost being stolen. I hope the new series of Buick Centurys are as reliable as
mine has been. Under horsepower is a problem? I don't buy a car to race down the highway I

buy a car to get me to work and back in confort,to take my family out safely and in the case of
the Buick Century,in luxury I can afford. With proper maintenance most cars will give you good
service and the Buick is no exception. Why compare this car to a Camry or any other car? If you
want a Camry go buy one. They're good cars,but not for me. I also don't care if this car is
attractive to the 20 somethings or not, I don't buy anything to impress anyone else but myself.
When I come home after a long day I want to relax. I enjoy my Buick Century. Sign In or Register
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Are you in the market for a new car and having a hard time finding affordable options? June I
will get it checked out this weekend and let you know what it turned out to be. What were your
symptoms? I have a Buick Century and it feels like it misses around 40Mph and again at
highway speeds I can feel a surging, bucking or missing. I think it may be a fuel injector, but I
was just curious what kind of sypmtoms you had. Thanks, Troy. Since then I pour a bottle of
Techron into my gas tank every time I do an oil change. Engine runs fine. I just recently had the
entire fuel system cleaned at the dealership, as I have seen this make a huge difference in other
cars that I have owned with the 3. After reading another post last night, I am going to remove
the plugs that I purchased and installed about a month ago Bosch double plat and replace with
AC Delco. If that doesn't fix it, I'm going to take it in and have it looked at. I'm starting to think I
might have a clogged fuel injector that only acts up when engine RPM is low i. What brand of
fuel injector cleaner do you use? What a difference! When I returned the plugs to Advanced
Auto Parts, the gentleman told me that I should have never installed the Bosch plugs in my car.
Of course this was a different guy than the one who sold me the plugs, but he said that they
only work good in foreign vehicles Bosch Platinum 2 Plugs. Now I think that is a blanket
statement, but I will say they didn't work in my Buick Century with 96k miles which has the 3.
Now that I am an expert at installing plugs in this motor as I've done it with my Corsica, Cutlass
Supreme, and other Buick Century I used to own, I can now replace all the plugs in less than 30
minutes. The trick is to remove the coil pack assembly and you can then see the rear plugs.
Sorry to ramble on, just hoping this might help someone else. It is sold most everywhere,
incuding Wal-Mart. I have a 77 buick century 4 door sedan. I bought it used from my uncle 6 yrs
ago. Its still a good car had turned over millage one and has over , miles on it. Is it really hard to
replace the fuse box under the dash? July I would think replacing any fuse box would be a
monumental task even for a seasoned mechanic. Have you considered replacing the effected
circuit s with an aftermarket inline fuse kit? Some of the pre-airpump GM's were fine cars. I had
a 77 Bonneville with the R that was a real die-hard with plenty getty-up. Good Luck. I wouldn't
use it for any other reason we have a new Mazda 3 as our real car. According to the manual I
needed to change motor oil that has been done occasionally , check the fluids power steering
and coolant might need some filling. What is the exact fluid for the power steering? The manual
doesn't say. I will replace the air filter myself, will have the oil changed. Maybe I replace the
spark plugs. Are they easy to replace? Do I need a tourque nut for that? I didn't read anything
about replacing the fuel filter. Do I need to replace that, if so, which type part number, so I can
buy it. Do I need to replace the tranny fluid? The manual says every 50, miles under severe
conditions. But that doesn't apply and I didn't find anything about repalcing it otherwise. Once I
drive more than 3 miles I'll check the tranny oil level manual says driving 15 miles to heat it up

before checking The front left indicator bulb burns out often, and every year in the past the fuel
injector was dirty the service engine soon light was on. Other than that no problems. To me the
belt looks fine. The manual doens't say anything about replacing that. Anyway, are there any
things I should do? Don't want to pay too much because I only drive so little, on the other hand I
don't want to be towed I'm planning on keeping that car for years, unless my work place
changes and I need to drive more. I do realize, that this is an old car Maybe I put that cleaner in
the tank just in case. Right now it drives fine whatever that means, it is slow, wiggly, a whole
different world from Mazda, that's why old people like buick I replaced some bulbs today..
Thanks for your input. I now filled up some power steering fluid that i bought at Walmart The left
front blinker still doesn't work. The little plastic socket is kind of melt. I also ordered a repair
book from th elibrary. If anyone has suggestions what maintenance i should do, that would be
helpful. I chekced the engine oil, that is full. The oil change light doesn't come on eihter. The
tranny fluid is full Is that normal? It was more than full. Now fuel filter and air filter are the things
to repalce, if you advise so. Will wait with the spark plugs. Where do I start First thing I would do
is replace the plugs. They are a little difficult to do the first time, and require patience. The belt
should be replaced if you notice any cracks in the underside. Fuel Filter isn't that hard either,
and should be done every 50k. It's a little messy, but not difficult. As for fuel injectors clogging,
it's very common on this motor. Make sure you use 89 grade fuel and stay away from certain
gas stations. Not sure what to tell you about the water pump. I've never replaced one, and I'm
sure it's a messy job too, but probably isn't that hard. I think your left front blinker must have a
short in the wire somewhere. I would check the wire and see if there is insulation that has wore
off and is causing a wire to rub up against the frame. The oil life sensor oil change light is
usually reset by the oil change facility if they remember to do it. When I purchased a 99 century
in with 20k miles on it, I decided to use the oil life sensor and after miles I became a little
nervous and changed the oil. I realized that oil changes are the cheapest maintenance you can
do to a car and if you do so every miles, your motor will last beyond k. I hear many people talk
about how they have had to replace their motor at kk and it's because they didn't do the
maintenance. This is a strong motor and only has a couple known flaws intake gasket very
common. While your replacing the air filter, I would also replace the cabin air filter which I
believe the 98's had. This filters the air coming in from the outside to the inside of your car.
Many people fail to replace them and it can make a world of difference if you have allergies etc.
As for your tranny fluid, pink to light red is good. Dark red to black is very bad. Keep a watch on
that transmission as that transmission is known to have issues with the 4th gear. If you decided
to get the transmission maintenance done, take it to a dealer and have them drop the pan,
replace the filter and the fluid. Granted, this does not replace all the fluid in the system, but a
flush will back flush contaminants into the trans filter, thus clogging it, and depriving the
transmission of fluid. The fuel filter on your century might be in a different place than my
century as I have a plastic gas tank so the gas lines probably run a little different. The fuel filter
is generally located towards the back of the vehicle, underneath, and it has a line running in and
a line running out. One line is a high pressure line and the other has a nut that can be a royal
pain to remove if it's rusted. Buy yourself some PB Blaster rust remover and drench the entire
connection, walk away for about 15 minutes and come back. Make sure when you loosen the
nut that you are not directly underneath it as gas will come out about 2 to 3 cups. Of course I
won't go into anymore detail as your repair manual should show you how to do this. It looks like
the belt should be easy. Or is there a catch, that I need super human power? But the belt looks
good to me, I checked. No cracks etc. Maybe I buy one and keep it in the trunk just in case. The
fuel filter and spark plugs I will have done by a shop, sounds messy to me. How much would
that cost me? Since the tranny oil looks good, and I only drive so little I stay away from that, I
will replace the air filter myself. Don't care so much about the cabin air filter, it's only me driving
3 miles to work. I need to fill in some Dex-Cool. The coolant tank is so low, that I could not even
take a sample with the freezing point tester. I guess it will be fine and over 3 miles the engine
won't over heat either way. That car only is capable of driving grandpa-style anyway :- About
the oil change minder, how can it not come on after miles? I suppose if the people who changed
the oil last did not do anything because it was before the light came on, then it should come on
even sooner. I havn't even driven the car the last days, will drive it daily to work at the end of
August after we move. Then I will see more what quirks it has. But i want to deal with the main
neglectance filters, plugs before that. The front left indicator light is fixed. Actually the plastic
socket where the bulb goes in is kind of melt, so the contacts didn't realy touch the bulb
contacts. Now it works after some wiggling and squeezing. I tested the battery it is a
repalcement battery from a brand I forgot with one of those acid density things and the cells are
charged evenly, all full. However, I think the liquid barely covers the lead. I think I put in some
desitilled water in each it is not one of those maintenance free batteries, the caps came off

easily. I know more should be done, but then I spend more money than the car is worth. If I
drove more I would spend more money. But that would never end. The steering is wabbely, I
suppose my mother in law who owned the car for 50, miles didn't do anything, and the owner
before who had it till 88, miles did not too much before selling it. I seriously believe fuel filter, air
filter, spark plugs are still original. Since tranny fluid looks normal, that and engine oil are the
only things ever replaced. It is surprising how much a car can take My car, a Buick Century with
a V6, is making this weird clacking noise from the front end as soon as I start it up. The car's
acceleration and handling doesn't seem any different, but it almost sounds like something is
rattling around in there. As soon as the car goes over 20 mph, though, the noise completely
stops and everything seems fine. When I slow down again, it comes back. Any ideas as to what
could be wrong? I think I might take it in to a shop tomorrow; any suggestions as to where to
go? The car hasn't had any real problems; has , miles on it, and all of the fluids are checked and
at the right level. I'd appreciate any help anyone would have Sounds like pebble in the hub cap
syndrome to me. The good part is it doesn't cost anything to fix. Let us know what you find out.
Good luck. August I now replaced the motor air filter. The front driver blinker melts the lamp
socket, so it loses contact. With little wiggling it works again. I just stopped at a buick dealer to
buy a new socket for the lamp, but that department was already closed. Everything is designed
to make maintenance as labor intensive as possible :- for now I will leave the accessory belt the
way it is, it looks good to me. I'm not sure if I should have the coolant flushed. I read the
anti-corrosive wears out and it will make the frost plugs and other things corrode. Is there a way
to see the frost plugs in the engine, if they are rusty? I know more should be done, but with
driving only 3 miles to work I don't want to overdo it Is it true that there is a lifetime warranty on
the engine belt [serpentine??? And if so, how does one go about getting that changed? The belt
is a replacement item; early or late, but it always wears out. However, when a new belt I replaced
at Chevy dealership worn up after only 12k miles, they replaced the belt again for free. The
service adviser called GM, and GM paid for it. November December I have a Buick Century 3. It
has just over k miles on it. I purchased it, and didnt even know it had a tick which would occur
after the car was running for a minute It is harder to hear at higher RPM's over 2, but it's still
there. I notice a lot of people have problems with engine tick at cold startup, but I have not seen
any people post about engine tick AFTER a cold startup What is wrong? Is it bad? Easy to fix?
Will my motor last? What should I do? I need to replace the right headlight on my Buick century.
Actually I need to replace the bumper, right fender and a ton of other things too car wreck :sick:
, but thats besides the point. My question is, what other Buicks can I get parts from?
Specifically, I was wondering if I could use a LeSabre headlight. Also, if anyone knows of a
website that lists parts that can be swapped out, that would be great as well. Thank you. I do not
believe the LeSabre headlight would work. March You can use any headlights on that car from
the years , as well as parts. I just bought one for my 97 Century for the driver's side from Ebay.
Depending on where you live, you may be able to find a salvage yard that you can get parts
from. I have a Century. The low beams don't work. I replaced the bulbs and it didn't work. I
traced the wiring back to the underhood box and it appears that they are good. Fuses good. Not
sure if switch is bad. High beams work, blinkers work, windshield wipers work. Haven't tried
cruise control yet. April I will be looking at a Buick Century this week. I am concerned about the
engine problems you mention. Is there a way to check visually if there is a problem with the
gaskets? I will be looking at a Buick Century with 59, miles this week. I have heard that the has a
know problem with the Intake and Head Gaskets. Is there a way to check if these gaskets are
starting to go? I've searched this Forum but did not see an exact duplicate of the problem I am
having. I had a Low Coolant light that was coming on and going off randomly. Had my dealer
top off the Coolant and it was ok for a few weeks. Then it started again. The Temp gauge has
never gone over half way and the engine has never seemed overly hot. Heater seems OK. I filled
the overflow bottle again and it was ok for awhile. Then I found out about the Bleed valves in the
cooling system. Followed directions and topped off the Radiator cap tube. All with Dex-Cool.
Now Low coolant light comes on every time when engine is cold and goes off after engine
warms up. Overflow tank is fine and, after Engine cools , removing radiator cap, coolant is up to
base of neck as called for. Any ideas as to what is going on here? I've had this same problem
with other vehicles that had the same engine. You may be able to see a leak if you lift the hood
and look under the air intake hose air filter assembly hose that runs to the engine , on top of the
transmission, you may see a small puddle of coolant. That's how I noticed mine. This is a very
common problem with the 3. If you have k and it hasn't been replaced, you're lucky! I have a 94
buick century, the anti lock light is constantly on, it doesn't really effect anything, except it
annoys the crap out of me. I took it to a mechanic, they don't know what is wrong. I own a buick
century and noticed that the passenger window works sometimes and other times not. I noticed
when it is humid it will not work When it is not it works fine. September Have a?. Any of you

Buick owners have any idea what the value of a Buick Gran Sport is. According to Buick, were
built. Car is stored in the winter and in very good condition. In my state according to my
research 2 were sold and I have one of the two. The only information I have is that the car is
considered very rare. Well, yes, you are correct about the production number. It is hard to
pinpoint the value of a car this new, even given its rarity. Personally, I like them Chances are,
they will never be as valuable as something like a Grand National of the same year, but only
time will tell! Honestly, I would list the car on Ebay October I have a Buick Century Custom.
When I press the trunk release on my remote keyless entry, nothing happens. Inside the car,
you hear a "click" sound, but nothing more. I've checked each fuse and tested the loads. The
car has no trunk release inside. It's getting annoying to have to get out of the car each time I
need something and use the key. Any help would be appreciated. You should have a trunk
release button in the glove box Yellow Button. If it works by that button than it's something with
the remote. If you don't have the button, I'm not really sure how you can test it. If you are
hearing something inside the car, it may be that the relay or silinoid is not working. The 99
Buick Centuries had an optional trunk release inside the car. Unfortunately, mine wasn't
equipped with this. However, nothing actually opens the trunk. I was planning to wire a push
button into the car to open the trunk from the inside, but I won't until I know that the power
trunk release is working properly. About 3 weeks ago the already rusted out muffler and tail
pipe fell off. It ran fine for another 2 weeks. About a week ago, it was completley dead. The
starter was rebuilt and it ran fine for about 2 days. Then it began to often die right after it tarted.
After various tries restarting it, it usually starts, but it releases a plume of smoke and then runs
and idles very sluggishly. Sometimes it dies while I am driving. There is a strong smell of gas.
This only happens about half the time. It often starts on the first crank and runs and idles
smoothly. I have replaced all filters and treated the fuel system and the injectors. I am new to
the area. Can anyone make ny suggestions as to what should be checked, what the problem
sounds like or give me any advice in general??? Does it sound like an exhaust or a
fuelsystemproblem? The car has only 70, miles on it. My grandmother bought it new and it has
been reliable for me up until now. Please help me if you can. What should I do now? Hi, your
problem is at the truck wiring. Hi, i also have a problem. I have taken this a apart and check it
with a volt meter but i cannot get a reading. I'm not sure, but I think that the ashtray light is
wired into the courtesy lighting in the rest of the car. Try your fuse in the compartment on the
passenger side. There's a fuse specifically in for the cigarette lighter. It's most likely a little 10A
fuse. Also, When you mentioned the trunk wiring in my car. Did it affect anything else in the
trunk? If you've experienced anything like this, let me know! HI, i had no problem with the lights
when i had my truck issues. I did have a blown fuse. I'm glad I was able to help you. I can say
that my Century is the best car I've owned. I buy and sell cars, and I've owned a '99 Lumina, a
'96 LeSabre, and a '97 Malibu before it, and it is easily the best one so far. It has a few little
problems, but its definitely in great shape for it's mileage. As an owner of 2 of these cars,and
previously a third car,I believe the following of these rare cars is very thin. Its too bad as well,as
they are the coolest car with all the blackout they received. The GS option alone was almost 4
grand alone. I have been building a website dedicated to these rare 1 of cars. You can check it
out here.. January Anyone know how to re
jensen vx3012 installation
jeep wj weight
buick lesabre blower motor
move the rear seat of a Buick Century? I want to put some seat covers on. February I have a 99
century custom. During the winter everytime it was below 30 degrees, the transmision didn't
want to go into gear until a few minutes had past. It was hesitating like it wanted to go into gear,
but didn't. After a few minutes, the trans work completly fine going through all the gears
perfectly. After the engine cooled down the next morning it had happened again. This only
happens when it gets below 30 or so. I have had the trans rebuilt and it worked fine for a month
and then started with the hesitation again. Also have changed the temp sensor in the
transmition with no effect. My mechanics have no idea what to do and have asked other
mechanics and have no idea either. The problem is when the car is'cold' not up to norm. Upon
accelerating the engine bogs and bucks slightly but if you put your foot to the floor it stumbles
slightly and then accelerates. Eng temp. Sign In or Register to comment.

